
BETWEEN: 

·L2E!~L:~.~.~ .... -.. ,, .. L~~ ... ~:~~ ... "~~·.; ... :~.:.~_'.:::~::..! 
CANADIAN UNION OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEES LOCAL 5001 

-and-

UNIVERSITY HEAL TH NETWORK 

Hearing Dates: September 18 and November 8, 2018 

BEFORE: 

APPEARANCES: 

For the Union: 

For the Hospital: 

Bern~rd Fi.shbein 
Sol.e Arbitrator 

VVassim Garzouzi and others 

Deanna Webb and others 

AWARD 

("the Union") 

(''the Hospital" or 
"the Employer") 

1.. The Union has grieved the termination of Sonya Grizzle ("the Grievor" or "Ms. 
Grizzle") by the Hospital. I have be.en appointed as arbifrcitor to hear and 
deterrriinE; this grievance on the agreement of the parties. Prior to t.he 
commencement ·pf argum(3nt, the Union and the Hospital entered into the 
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. following Agreed Statement of Facts. Because of the complicated background of 
this grievance, it is worth reproducing the Agreed Statement of Fact in its 
entirety: 

"AGREED STATEMENT OF FACTS 

RE: UHN AND CUPE, LOCAL 5001 (SONYA GRIZZLE) 

f ntroduction: Employment History 

1. The Griever comme.nced employment at the Urilversity 
Health Network ("UHN") on January 30, 2012 and Was 
terminated for c9t.Jse Of!Novernber 9; 2017. 

2. The Grievor has held the following positions at University 
Health Network ("UHN"): · · 

e January 30, 2012: Ward Clerk {part-tirne, noh-unicn) 

111 March 11, 2013 to July 12, 2013: Aide, in Environmental 
Services (casual) 

• July 13, 2013 to Februar)' 17, 2017: Clerk, Administrative 
Support (CUPE, clerical unit) in the Family Health Team 
("FHT''). 

• F€lbruary 18, 2017 to March 12, 2017: Ward Clerk 
(CUPE, Clerical) in the Combined Surgical Unit - 98 

e March 13, 2017 to November 9, .2017: Cl€lrk, 
_Administrative Support (CUPE, clerical unit) in the FHT. 

3. When the Griever worked for the FHT, she reported to Teri 
Arany, Executive Director of the FHT. 

4. The job of a Clerk, Administrative Support involves working 
front lirie with patients to book appointments and acting as a 
gatekeeper for th_e FHT. As a result, the position required 
that the Grievor deal with private patient information. 

5; This requires that the, Grievor follow procedures, which the 
Griever was trained on, to prevent her from disclosing 
patient private and confidential information. · 

6. On March7, 2014 Ms. Arany sent the entire FHT an email 
educating them oti emergency leaves, family day leaves ahd 
p~rsonal/emergency leaves. (TAB 3) 

Performance Management 
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7. The Griever was coached and ,continually performance 
managed for failing to follow the proper procedures of the 
job, which resulted in patient privacy being breached. The 
following steps of coaching and then performance 
management took place. 

1. Letter of Expectation - On March 17, 2017 the Griever 
was given a letter of expectation after she improperly 
disclosed patient information. As a result of this, Ms. 
Aratiy provided the Griever With communication 
materials to reiterate what processes to follow ,(TAB 
4A). 

2. Written Warning- On July 6; 2017 the Griever was 
given a written warning after she incorrectly labeled 
patient information twice on patient cards which 
ultimately ,resulted in two patients getting fhe patient 
information ,of another patient. Management learned 
abo,ut these incidents when the patients complgined. 

· As a result of the errors the Griever was: provided with 
a counselling letter outlining UHN's expectations for 
protecting personal health i11form(3tion; given privacy 
training; and was asked to re-sign the confidentiality 
agreement (TAB 5C). · 

3. One Day suspension - On August 21, 2017 the 
Griever was given a one day suspension after the 
incorrect physician was act.ivated in the Elecfronic 
Patient Record during the registration process, Which 
would have resulted in the incorrect physician receiving 
the patient's inforrnatioh. As a result of the Grievor's 
mistake, Ms. Arahy again reviewed the procedures that 
the Grievor needec! to commit to in order to avoid 
future mistakes (TAB GA). 

A. The union has grieved: the Jetter of warning and one 
day suspension (TAB 1A and 8). · 

Employment at Sunnybrook Health $dences Centre 

8. In or around Septernber and/or October 2018, the Griever 
attended interviews and subsequently secured a job at 
Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre ("Sunnybroak Health'i) 
in a full-time Administrative position in the Dental 
Department, which commenced on October,30, 21017. 

9. At ho time prior to September 18, 2018 did the Griever 
resign from her job at UHN or inform fVls, Arany or UHN cif 
her full-time employment at Sunnybrook Health; however, 
the Griever informally informed many of her colleagues. She 
informed her collE;?agu~s and. specifically Tennile 
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Rapley,(Patient Care Coordinator, that she took the new job 
because it Was Closer to home, it offered more money and 
vacation, was a fresh start and she did not have to compete 
with others' seniority for vacation time. When asked by Ms. 
Rapley why she failed to submit her resignation, she stated 
that she wanted to first secure a casual job in housekeeping 
to "keep her foot in the door" with UHN (TAB 78). 

1 O, The Griever was on vacation from October 23, 2017 to 
October 27, 2017;however, on October 24, 2017 she came 
into UHN cleared out her desk and said good bye to her 
colleagues. In addition, she dropped off her keys with her co
worker, Sharron Williams. 

Attempt to Secure Casual Job at UHN 

11. After learning that she had obtained a job at Sunnybrook 
Health, the Griever attempted to s~cure a casuc;il job at UHN 
in the Housekeeping Departmentin order to keep her i•foot in 
the door" at UHN (TAB 78). 

12. On October 9, 10 and 11, 2017, the Grievor approached 
Miriam Beckles, Manager, Support Seh/ices for Toronto 
Western Hospital and inquired about c;asual jobs in the 
Housekeeping Department. On October 1 O or 11, 2017 the 
Grievor informed Ms. Beckles that she Was concerned as 
she got a fuli..:time job at Sunnybrook Health, but wanted to 
obtain a casual job in the Housekeeping Department before 
she left UHN because she did not want to give up her 
seniority (TAB. 8C). 

13. On October 12; 2017 the Gr'ievor sent an email to Ms. 
Beckies. The Griever wrongful [sic] assumed she hCl.cl 
obtained a job in the housekeeping department ahd asked 
Ms. Beckles to inform Ms. Arany that she would be 
trnnsferring to the Housekeeping Department. in the emciil 
the Griever indicates that if Ms. Beckles provided her with a 
datt:') to start that "things will work out" (TAB 8C). 

14. On Tuesday, October 24, 2017, after clearing oul her work 
station, the Griever stopped by Human Resources to inquire 
about casual positions in the Housekeeping Department. 
The Griever spoke to Samantha Fernandes, HR Advisor .. 
She informed Ms, Fernandes that she had secured another 
job at SLinnybrook Health and that Friday, October 27, 2017 
would be her last day of work Ms. Fernandes asked if she 
had informed her manager and the Griever told her that she 
had not. Ms; Fernandes told the Grievor that she had to 
inform Ms. Arany: The Griever informed Ms. Fernandes that 
she wished to maintain her seniority at UHN and discussed 
takjng a leave of .absence, Ms. Fernandes cautioned the 
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Griever that· she would require the approval of the 
department and that taking a leave of absence in order to 
trial another job was not an appropriate use of the leave of 
absence (TAB 7C and 80). 

Request forLeave of Absense 

15. Rather than inform her manager of her new job at 
Sunnybrook Health, as Ms. Fernandes recommended, later 
that night on Tuesday, October 24th at 5:12 p.111. the Griever 
emailed Ms. Arany to request a 30 day leave of absence 
{TAB 7A). 

16. Ms. Anrny responded to her request at 6:12 p.m. and denied 
her request for a leave on the basis that pursuant to articl~ 
12.01 of the Collective Agreement she was required to 
submit such a request for review 4 weeks prior to the start of 
the leave; In addition, Ms; .Arany stated that she was 
expected to report to work, following her vacation, on 
Monday, October30, 2017 (TAB 74). 

17. On Thursday, October 26, 2017 Eddie Domingues, CUPE 
Local 5001 President, emailed Ms. Arany and stated that 
that [sic] union is attempting to help the Grievor obtain 
another ''suitable job" away from an environment which the 
union ,alleged to .be poisonous. Ms. Arany responded to Mr. 
Domingues' email on October 26, 2017 by stating that she 
had heard from the Grievor1s co-workers that she had 
accepted a position at Sunnybrook .Healfh arid that a leave 
of absence was, ", .. not intended to act as a safety netwhile 
an employee test a job elsewhere." Ms. Ar~·ny indicated 
that the Grievor was expected to report to work as 
s~heduled {TAB 7A). 

18. The Union grieved the Employer's refusal to grant a leave of 
absense to th.e griever; (TAB 1 C). 

Failure to Report to Work (October 30; 2017-November2, 2017) 

19. On October 30, 2017 the Grievor reportecj Jor her first day of 
work at Sunnybrook Health, but still had yet .to inform Ms. 
Arany of her decision to fake a full-time job at Sunnybrook 
Health. Ms. Arany issued a letter to the Grievoron Thursday 
November 2, 2017 after the GrieVor failed to report to work 
without reason or notification on October 30 and 31 and 
November 1 and 2. In the letter Ms. Arany stated that 
pursuant to Article 9.03 (d) of the Collective Agreementshe 
could be terminated from work without cause for missing 
three (3) or more days of work. It stated that she was 
expected to report to work on Friday, November 3, 2017 
(TAB 8A and TAB 2). 
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November 3, 2017 Meeting 

20. On November 3, 2017 the Griever reported to work. While 
she was working, she was called by Milagros Sukuma, HR 
Manager, to attend a meeting. Initially the Griever refused to 
attend the meeting because Mr. Domingues (he was out of 
the hospital at another meeting) was not iri attendance; 
however; she was informed that CUPE Representation had 
been arranged and it was mandatory she attend to give 
reasons for her four (4) days of .unauthorized absences. · 

21, The meeting ineluded: M$. SukL1ma, Ms. Rapley, Morteza 
Gorgzadeh, CUPE Representative, and the Griever. The 
Griever was asked why she was absent from work from 
October 30, 2017 -November 2, 2017. Despite. having 
CUPE representation, the Griever refused to answer the 
question. Ms. Sukuma and Ms. Rapley $tepped out to give 
the Griever ten minutes with her union representative; 
however; the Griever still refused to answer questions. As a 
result, UHN took the position that the Griever refused to 
answer any questions concerning her leave and the meeting 
was adjourned (TAB 88). 

22. After the meeting, Ms. Sukuma learned from Ms. Fernandes 
and Ms, Beckles that fhe Grievor had obtained a ftjJl..,time Job 
at Sunnybreok Health· arid had been attempting to secure a 
casual position in Housekeeping prior to leaving UHN (TAB 
SC and 80). 

23. Following the meeting, the Griev6r went Jo the Occupational 
Health and Safety Department (';OHS") claiming that she 
was nef well arid wished to go home. Veronica Fordor, RN, 
OHS Informed Ms. Arany that the Griever was assessed and. 
OHS found there was nothing wrong with her; however, the 
Griever insisted on going home for the day and did so {TAB 
8E). 

Request for Emergency Leave 

24, On Sund;:iy November 5, 2017 the Griever sent c:tn email to 
Ms. Arany at 7:55 p.m. informing her that she would be 
taking Emergency Leave. The Griever states that she is 
taking an emergency leave due to the "bullying, poisonous 
environment" she has been exposed to (TAB 9A). · 

25; On November 6, in and around 9 a.m., Ms. Arany emaHed 
and sent a letter to the Griever stating that her request for an 
Emergency Leave was de:mied b~cause the reasons she 
submitted did not justify granting a leave purnuant to Article 
12.10 of the Collective Agreerhent. (TAB 2} In addition, Ms. 
Arany stated .that upon the Grievor;s return to work she 
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wished to discuss her reason for missing work on October 
30, 2017-November 2, 2017 because she refused to discuss 
it in the November 3, 2017 meeting (TAB 98); 

Termination pf Employment 

.26. The Griever failed to notify UHN or attend work. on 
November 6, 7, 8 and 9, 2018. On Thursday; November 9, 
2018 after the Griever failed to attend work or notify UHN of 
her absence Ms. Arany terminated the Griever and sent her 
a letter by email and to h.er house (TAB 10A). 

27.. In the letter Ms. Araily states that the Griever is deemed 
terminated and relies on several reasons. Ms. Arany sites 
the Griever's absences without reason for October 30 to 
November 2, 2017 and from November 6 to 9, 2017. In 
addition Ms. Arany states that while UHN had. some credible 
information suggesting that the Griever was working at a full'." 
timejob at Sunnybrook Health; they had hoped to confirm it 
at the November 3, 2018 rneeting; however, the Griever 
refused to do so. Finally,· Ms. Arany states that the Grievbt's 
actions i?t the. November 3, 2017 meeting was 0disruptive, 
aggressive and disrespectful" (TAB 1 OA). 

28. The Union grievecl the termination OI/ November 9, .201.7 
(TAB 10).'' . . 

As. can b~ seen, th$ Hospital invoked Article 9.03(d) ofthe Collective Agreement 

''An employee shall lose all seniority and service and shall be 
deemed to have terminC!ted [sic] ... 

( d) If he/she is absent from the scheduled wOrk. for· a period three 
(3) or more consecutive Working days without nqtifying the 
Hospital of such absence and providing to the Hospital a 
.s$tisfact9ry reasori'\ · · 

The Union argued that, as applied by the Hospital in these set of circumstances, 
Article 9.03 could not justify the termination of Ms. Grizzle. Alternatively, to its 
relianc.e on Article 9.03, the Hospital argued that there was after acquired (post'.. 
discharge) evidence that would allow it to justify tbe discharge of Ms. Grizzle on a 
just cause basis in the Circumstances here .,.:. essentially that Msi Grizzle was 
attempting to unsuccessfully invoke the leave provisions of the Collective 
Agreementto excuse her absences from work and disguise the fac;t that she had 
taken full-time employment at another hospital, Sunnybrook Health Sciences 
Centre ("Sunnybrook"). 

A. The parties agreed that I should first deal with argument about the application of 
the automatic or deemed dismissal clause to this set offacts. In the event that 
the Employer was successful, the Grievor would then be automatically 
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discharged and the grievance would end. In the event that the Union was 
successful, the automatic termination would not stand .and I. should then deal with 
the alternative argument of the Hospitctl. However, I should only deal with 
whether the Hospital could be permitted to make this alternative .argum~nt in 
these circumstances. In the event that I ruled that the Hospital was able to make 
this argument, the grievance Would then be remitted back to the parties to. see if 
it could be resolved, or SGheduled for further hearings later. 

THE AUTOMATIC OR DEEMED TERMINATION 

5. Notwithstanding the detail of the Agreed Stcitement pf Facts I have reproduced, 
to fully appfeciate the arguments mctde, it is worthwhile to actually reproduce the 
exact wording of the termination letter of November 9, 2017: 

"You did not report to work on October 30, October 31, November 
1 and Noverriber2. On November 2, 2ff17 you were couriered and 
emailed a Jetter which detailed .Article 9.03 (9) of the CUPE 
clerical. collective i::igreement 

"An employee sh(311 lose aU seniority and service cind shall be 
deemed to have terrn.inated. if he/she is absent from scheduled 
work for a period of three (3) or more consecutive working days 
without notifying the Hospital. of suc;h absence and providin·g to the 
Hospital a satisfactory reason" 

In the. letter issued to you ,dn November 2, 2017, yqu were 
advised .that your job was in jeopardy and you were directed 
to report to work on November 3, 2017. You vvere a!so advised 
that failure to report to work as directed by the Hospital coUfd 
result in yourterminationJrorn UHN. · 

During our fact-finding meeting on November 3, 2017, yoµ refused 
to answers any questions regarding your pr'evious absences 
without the union representative of your choice despite the fad 
that a union representative was present. Moreover, your actions 
arid behaviour exhibited on November 3, 2017 were disruptive, 
aggressive and disrespectful. You would have been asked about 
the fact that the Hospital has credible· information that you were 
requesting emergency/personal leave so that you could work: at 
Sunnybrook Health and maintain your position at UHN. 

On November 5, 2017, you senf an email whereby you placed 
yourself on an emergency/personal leave of absence effective 
immediately. On November 6, 2017, the Hospital advised you via 
couriered letter and email that the leave was denied as the 
reasons provided in your email did not qualify as emergency leave 
of absence and did not justify a personal leave of absence. You 
were dirl;!cted to report to work. on November 7, 2017. You 
were also advised that the Hospital intended to meet with you and 
discuss your previous absences, y9ur actions from November 3; 
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2017 and your current absence from work. You failed to report to 
work as directed by the Hospital. 

Consequently, you have been absent from work on November 
6, 2017, November 7, 2017 and November 8, 2017 despite
being directed to report fowork. 

As a result, your employment with the Hospital .is deemecl 
terminated effective immediately. 

Your record of employment and any outstanding monies owing, 
less statutory deductions, Will be mailed to you under a separate 
cover to your home address." · 

[emphasis added] 

Although the Union and Hospital significantly disagreed about the application of 
the law to these facts, there really was no significant dispute about the law, the 
general arbitral jurisprudence with respect to automatic termination clauses .. 
Automatic or deemed termination Clauses are generally narrowly and strictly 
construed against ah .employer, whether that is· .becc:iuse of the ha,rsh 
consequences to the employee or whether il is because they are technical 
clauses which an employer elects to µ.tilize to bypass the rigours of a just cause 
hearing, does not really rnatter. They are strictly construed against the employer. 
CSA International, [2001] OLAA No. 586 (Kaplan); Consolida:ted Fastfrate, [2009] 
OLM No. 468 (Randall) at pc,:tra. 41-48 and the cases cit~d ther~ir1; Lakeridge 
Hef3./th Corp., [2017] OLM No~ 101 (Harris) at para.26. 

7. I do not disputewhat the Employer said about the interpretation of Article 9.03(d) 
- thatjt required three (3) components: 

"(a) abse!lt from scheduled work, 

(b) three or more consecutive .d<:Jys, and 

(c) without notifying and providing a "satisfactory reason." 

I equally do not quarrel that the third element is disjunctive, i.e: both without 
notifying and providing a satisfactory reason are required, as argued by the 
Employer. Arguably, even the termination dc,:tt~ ·can be iric!Lided as one of the 
required days of consecutive absence (the Employer referred me to Wabtech 
Foundry 2006 Carswell Orit. 788, [2006] OLAA No. 65, 84 CLAS 126 for that 
proposition). 

8. Regardless ofall bf the other facts and arguments, there was no dispute that the 
clause required the emplpyee to be absent from ,scheduled work for a period of 
three or more consecutive working days. The Union said that in the manner that 
the Hospit;;ll chose to invoke Article 9.03(d) (as explicitly made dear in the 
termination letter of November 9, 2017) this requirement was not met. I agree. 
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9. Although the letter adverts to the prior absences of October 30, 31, November 1, 
and 2, as the Union put it, they are of no consequence in the application of Article 
9.03(d) here~ That is because, as the agreed fads make clear, in the letter dated 
November 2, 2017, couriered by the Hospital to Ms. Grizzle, although adverting 
to Article 9.03{d), and warning about its potential application and that her job was 
"in jeopardy", the Hospital did not invoke it. Rather, it directed the Grievor to 
report to work on Friday, November 3. She did. To pUt it bluntly, in terms of the 
three consecutive days required by Article 9.03(d), this started a "fresh clock';. It 
may be that the Grievor's attendance on November 3, was far from productive or 
useful, at least from the Employer's point of view, but the incontrovertible foct 
remains thatshe Was directed to attend work and she did. 

10. Moreover, the termination letter, although adverting to those earlier absences, 
itself explicitly does not rely oh them. It says that the Grievor "has been absent 
from work on November 6, 2017, November 7, 2017 and November 8, 201.7", 
despite being directed to report to work. 

11. Although that is clearly three consecutive days, the difficulty is that .it purports to 
include Monday, November 6, 2017 .. In the evening of Sunday, November 5, 
2017, the Grievor, to put it kindly, did not request, but purported to unilaterally 
grantherself a personal emergency leave. In denying that purported leave (which 
is the subject of another outstanding grievcince andtherefore may or may hot be 
justifiable), the Hospital sentthe Grievora letter on Monday, Novernl::>er 6, 2017, 
which explicifly stated: 

"Consequently you are clirected to report to work on you [sic] next 
scheduled shift on Tuesday, November 7, 2017." · 

12. For whatever reason, the Hospital did not explicitly state that Monday, November 
6, 2017 would be included in ciny calculation of the three required days under 
Article 9.03(c), Rc;ither, once again as the Union argued, th.e Hospital seemed to 
be starting a new clock from Tuesday, November 7, 2017 .. 

13. The Hospitai argued that I should still count Monday, November 6; 2017 in the 
three required days for Article 9.03(d). Although I certainly appreciate the 
difficulty of the situation the Hospital found itself in (a request for emergency 
lec;ive late on a Sunday evening which could not be replied to until first thing 
Monday morning), the actual wording of the Hospitalis letter of Monday, August 
6, is quite obviously totally within the Hospital's control. It chose not to say 
explicitly that the Monday, November 6 absence was not excused, nor to be 
included 'in the application of the three required days in Article 9.03(d) for the 
deemed termination (which the Hospital had gone to .the trouble to warn the 
Griever about only days before). Rather, it said tha_t she was now directed to 
attend at her nextscheduled shift on Tuesday, November 7; 

14. Equally the Hospital argued that if I could nc:it count Monday, November 6, 2017, 
I would still have the three consecutive days required for the automatic discharge 
under A('ticle 9.03(d), by including Thursc:lay, November 9, when Ms. Grizzle still 
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did not attend at work, relying on Wabtech, supra. I might have been persuaded 
by this argument but, in my view, it is again precluded by the Hospital's own letter 
of termination. The letter explicitly relies on the Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday 
November6 to 8, and does not rely on the Thursday, November 9; Again, these 
are the words of the Hospital's choosing. 

15. Quite bluntly, I do not consider it as part of my authority as arbitrator to remedy or 
correct what appeared to be failures of the Hospital to meet the strict 
requirements of Article 9.03(d). I do not think it is unduly onerous or 
unreasonable to expect the Hospital, having chosen to invoke an automatic 
termination clause Jn order to avoid, in this case, a number of outste;mding 
grievances and a likely seriously contested just cause for discharge case, to be 
held to a strict and technical compliance with the Article. In fact, the Union 
pointed me to the award in St. Peter's Hospital, [2007] OLAA No. 565, 91 CLAS 
256 (Trachuk), where a similar result was reached on a premature formination 
letter. · 

16. Accordingly, for all of these reasons, the discharge pursuant to Article 9.03(d) is 
quashed. 

Tt1E HOSPITAL'S ALTERNATIVE JUST CAUSE ARGUMENT-AFTER ACQUIRED EVIDENCE 

17. The Union's position again was simple. Relying on the seminal decision in 
AerocideDispensers Ltd. 15 LAC 416, [1965] OLM No. 1 (Laskin), the Union 
said that it is well settled raw that an· employer is confined to the reason§ for 
qischarge stipulated in its discharge letter and oannot later seiek to expand or 
change them. ltis worth noting what Arbitrator Laskin (as he then was) actually 
said in paragraph 24 of Aerocide: 

"The Board is justified in a case of challenged discharge tQ hold 
the em1ployer fairly strictly to fhe grounds upon Which it has 
chosen to act against an employee who conl:)equently feels 
himself aggrieved. This is not to say that the Board should be 
overly technical in assessing · an assigned cause to 
discharge, but it does mean that it ()ught not to permit an 
assigned cause to be reformed into one different from it 
merely because the evidence does 11ot support the assigned 
cause, but rather; one something like it. The parties prepare 
their submissions to arbitration according to the issues raised by 
the grievance and the answer or answers thereto,. and the case 
comes to arbitration after having run the gauntlet of the grievance 
proc.ed1.ire anq the discussions therein. If another cause of 
discipline emerges from the. evidence other than the one stated at 
,fhe time, it js not an al.jtornatic concf usion that the employer would 
have treated it the same was merely because it fincjs it necessary 
to say so because of the turn of the evidence af the arbitration." 
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[emphasis added] 

It is simply because these words are not as absolute as the Union.would contend 
that there has been countless litigation over the application and implications of 
Aetocide. · 

18. Again, there is no dispute that one of the recognized e~ceptions to Aerocide is 
post-discharge acquired evidence - that the employer did not know or could not 
reasonably have known With the exercise of reasonable diligence. Although 
there is no dispute that is a legally well recognized exception, the parties strongly 
dispute whether it was applicable here .. 

19. The Hospital says that although it had strong suspicions that Ms. Grizzle was 
working at Sunnybrook and that was why she was seeking the leaves and why 
she was not attending at work, it was not certain. Moreover, that lack of certainty 
while not only reasonable was largely attributable to the Grievor (and/or the 
Union). · 

20. If the Hospital did not know 1 OOo/o, the Union says (althOLJQh, in its view, the 
Hospital certainly appears to have), it could have easily ascertained that was 
what she was trying to do as the evidence that is agreed and not disputed~ 

21. The Union points to the e,.mail exchange between Ms. Teri Arahy; Ms. Grizzle's 
Jmmediate supervisor, ancl Edc:fie Domingues, President of the Union, .about the 
refusal of the Hospital to grC1nt Ms. Grizzle the personal leave of absence she 
sought (more than a week before the discharge letter), Ms. Arany said: 

i'The po$itioh of the Hospital is that .this leave is for a personal 
reason that involves employment at another employer. The LOA 
provisfons d.o not recogoize this as a legitimate reason for IJ.HN to 
grant the leave. Be clear thafthis leave is not intended to act as a 
''safety net" while ao employee tests a job elsewhere.'' 

In fact, in an earlier email, two days before, directly to Ms, Grizzle qenying her 
·the leave, Ms. Arany stated: ·· 

i• ... f understand you have accepted another position. As J do not 
have details about this matter to date, the leave of abse.nce is 
c:lenied. 

Personal leave of absence [sic] under Article 12.01 .. ,.and must be 
submitted to the Manager 4 weeks in advance for review ... 11 

.22. Moreover, in a. conversation on October 22, 2017, between Ms. Grizzle and 
Tennile Rapley, a Patient Care Co:..ordinator, another managerial position 
excluded from the Union bargaining unit, Ms. Grizzle confirmed to Ms. Rapley 
that what a numper of other staff h.ad told Ms. Rapley was true and that she was 
starting a new position at Stmnybrook, Ms. Grizzle said it had nothing to do with 
Ms. Rapley, bl.it attributed it to her difficulti13s with Ms, Arany and that she could 
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no longer continue at fhe Hospital - moreover, the position at Sunnybrook was 
closer to home, offere'd more money, more vacation allowance and she would 
not have to compete with others who have seniority for vacation. 

23. As well, the Union pointed to the conversation between Ms. Grizzle and 
Samantha Fernandes in Human Resources, again another rn;:;mager excluded 
from the Union bargaining unit, Although that conversation started out in the 
context of Ms. Grizzle inquiring about .or trying to obtain a part-time casual job at 
the Hospital, Ms. Grizzle indicated that her last day of work atthe Hospital would 
be that Friday. Ms. Grizzle indicated to Ms. Fernandes that her manager (Ms. 
Arany) did not know but inquired about a leave of 9bsence. Ms. Fernandes 
indicated that her manager (Ms. Arany) would have to approve any leave of 
absence and would ask for proof or rationale for the reason for such a leave of 
absence to which Ms~ Grizzle laughed and said •ito take an LOA to trial another 
job". 

24. As welI, the. Union pointed to a conversation sometime on eifher October 1 O qr 
11, between Ms. Grizzle and Miriam Beckles, a manager for housekeeping and 
support services at the Hospital. In that .conver$ation; Ms. Grizzle advised Ms. 
Beckles that she had applied for a full.:time job at Sunnybrook and got the job. 
Ms. Grizzle wanted Ms. Beckles to send Ms. Arany an email indicating that she 
would be resigning. Ms. Beckles indicated that she could not do that-that was 
up to Ms. Grizzle. 

25. Lastly, the Union pointed to the fact that prior to the discharge, the Hospital had 
managed to se9rch and discover that Ms. Grizzle had obtained some 
employlllent at Sunnybfook. Hmrv'ever, that search did not fell the nature or 
status of the job (whether it was full-time or part-Um~), when she had started or 
when she would be starting. 

26. The HospitC11 did not dispute any of these facts, They were all gleaned from 
documents the Hospital itself produced. The Hospital again conceded that it was 
certainly suspicious, but it was not certain. No actual cbnfirrnation that Ms. 
Grizzle was actuaily already working atSunnybrook was obtained until the Union 
actually told the Hospital at the first day of hearing. In fact, ;at no time when the 
Hospital (and particularly her direct supervisor Ms. Arany) was questioning about 
her absences, did Ms, Grizzle volunteer that she was working elsewhere. · 

27. Crucially, in the Hospital's view, Ms. Grizzle attended work on November 3, :2017 
as directed by the Hospital. (in the November 2 letter), At the very beginning of 
the day, she attended a fact finding meeting about her previous absences. The 
Hospital insured that there was Union represent<:ltion at the meeting for Ms, 
Grizzle. The meeting was not productive certainly from the Hospital's viewpoint 
(which characterized her behaviour as "disruptive, aggressive and disrespectful" 
in the termination letter), but most importantly, when the Hospital started to 
inquire whether Ms. Grizzl.e was ''requesting emergency/personal leave" so that 
she could work at Sunnybrook while maintaining her position at the Hospital, Ms. 
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Grizzle simply refused to answer any questions whatsoever. The. bas.is for Ms. 
Grizzle's refusal was that she. wanted Mr. Domingues; the Union President, 
present, notwithstanding the presence of other Union· representatives. Mr. 
Domingues was out of the Hospital at the time. Leaving aside that no one 
asserted that Ms. Grizzle had any right to insist her own choice of Union 
representative, there can be no dispute that Ms. Grizzle, at a rninimum, 
deliberately refused to confirm that she had a full-time position at Sunnybrobk 
and for that matter been working there, for a number .of days - or any of the 
Hospital's suspicions. The Hospital characterized Ms. Grizzle's conduct, perhaps 
not unfairly, as "lying by omission". 

28. The Hospitai further pointed out that althol.lgh Ms. Grizzle d.id mention it to other 
managers, Ms. Fernandes in HR, Ms. Rapley and Ms. Beckles, all told her that 
they could not do anything about it and that she must tell her manager Ms. 
Arany. She n~ver did. The Hospital said I should not ass.ume that in a large 
institution like the H9spital that all these managers regularly spoke to each other 
about the many employees they had to deal with, let alone the issues of Ms. 
Grizzle. HR people would be constantly questioned about things like another 
position or leaves of absence and HR woul.d directthose employees back to their 
immediate manager ?S it did with Ms. Grizzle. Ms. Beckles would at best h.ave 
rare interaction with Ms. Arany. Although it appeared that Ms, Grizzle had 
deaned out her desk and .given back her keys, agaih as she was on vacation for 
the period immediately before her .unscheduled absences, there could be 
a.ltemate explanations for such conduct. Again, she never spoke to Ms. Arany. 
Although there may have been indications thatthe Griever was unhappy with Ms. 
Arany and did not wish to continue to work with her, that did not necessarily 
mean that she was leaving her employment of the Hospital as opposed to finding 
anc:>ther position within the Hospital, reporting to another manager. 

29. Moreover, the Union filed a grievance about the denial of a personal leave of 
absence to Ms. Grizzle (after the date Ms. Grizzle had already accepted the 
Sunnybrook position) which the Hospital says, at a minimum, sends a very mixed 
message about whether Ms. Grizzle actually left her employment at the Hospital. 

30. Ultimately, the Hospital was not certain and when it confronted the Griever, or the 
Union for that matter, neither were prepared to confirm that she was already 
working elsewhere full-time. In these circljmstances, the Hospital said I ought to 
permit it adduce this evidence as. after acquired evidence and d.eal with this 
termination on a just cause basis because, in the end, Ms. Grizzle and thei Union, 
at least, knew what was going oh. 

31. In the end, I have reluctantly determined that I Will allow the Hospital to litigate. 
whether this "after acquired evidence" constitutes just cause. I say this for a 
number of reasons. · 

32. The underlying issues, if only suspected by the Hospital and not confirmed by the 
Union, are ho surprise to anyone - certainly not the Griever. Although it may be 
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fairly said that it would not have been that much of a "stretch" for the Hospital to 
conclude what is now not disputed was going on, I am riot prepared to "punish" 
the Hospital (because the result - which the Union seeks - would be no 
discharge is upheld, Ms. Grizzle would be reinstated with damages - with no 
inquiry ever into the conduct of Ms. Grizzle) for giving the Grievorevery benefito.f 
every doubt (even if it unsuccessfully and ineptly first attempted to terminate her 
under Section 9.3(d)) particularly when the Grievor (and perhaps the Union) was 
working to suppress any of the confirming evidence. Perhaps I am being unduly 
harsh in my characterization of the Grievor's (and the .Union's) conduct, but that 
can be sorted out in a full just cause hearing. 

33. Secondly, leaving aside that the irony of the Union seeking to preclude the 
Employer from raising just cause grounds, when in the end it will deny any such 
grounds constitute just cause, I am left with the ·unenviable choice, if I acceptthe 
Union's .argument, of rewarding both Ms. Grizzle and the Union for their lack of 
candour and refusal to deal . straightforwc:irdly With the Hospital. I am not 
prepared to do so, at least at this·point in time. 

34. Thirdly, I cannot see the prejudice to either Ms. Grizzle or the Union here. No 
one asserted thc:it there were witnesses who had died, moved away or that 
evidence IJl!as no longer available. I pressed the Union for what prejudice it could 
assert. In the end; the Union said there was a delay and now, rnore than a year 
later1 after dealing with this dischargE::; as ·.c:l cfeemecl termination, .it would now 
have to deal with .it as ajL!slcause case.lam not persuaded. I arn certainly not 
prepared to attribute blame why this ·grievance took a year to reach arbitration. 
Equally, I am not prepared to attribute tactical advantage to either party for this 
likely avoidable (or certainly reducible) delay. Moreover, the Union's argument 
falls short because there remains other outstanding grievances before. the 
termination and, iti particular, with respect to the denial or the leave of absence. 
These at .least largely involve all of the same issues as Will be .raised in the 
discharge case. I just do not see any real or substantial prejudice to the Uriion or· 
the. Griever. Certainly the Griever knew what was going on, and if she was not 
forthright with fhe Union or Mr. Domingues (a finding I do not and need not make 
at this juncture), that is not something that ought to be laid at the feet of the · 
HospitaL 

35. I do not see this as a case of the employer, for example, alleging that an 
employee had engaged sorne specific culpable misconduct, e.gl. theft, and when 
discovering that it COUid not establish the theft to justify its c:lischarge, ·Supdenly 
Sqyihg much later, that th.e grievor was also an incompetent employee (which I 
would say is pn:ihibited by Aerocide ahd the other cases). That is not what is 
happening here. Rather, the Hospitai ineptly attempted to use a legal avenue 
open to it (a deerned termination) and having failed to do so successfully, now 
seeks to argue on a cause basis on what, at this point, appears the Union and 
the Gdevor knew what was going on all along and what the Hospital (albeit 
strongly) only suspected, 
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36. I am concerned that the message such a result would send is not only to reward 
a grievor and a union that is not behaving in a candid manner and, in these 
circumstances, deliberately Withholding information, but to encourage employers 
to act on .suspicions and terminate employees before they have confirmed to 
their satisfaction that there are real and provable grounds for discharge; I do not 
consider that to be a .sound labour relations result. 

37. Moreover, ultimately most cases turn on their own facts, and the cases the Union 
relied on to support the application of the Aerocide principles to this somewhat 
unique fact situation are all readily distinguishable on their different facts. for 
example, Pembroke (Jenera/ Hospital f30 LAC (41

h) 100, [2004] OLM NO. 941 
(Stephens), where the Arbitration Board refused to allow an employer to adduce 
evidence of a second patient incident other than the one that led to ancl was 
mentioned in the discharge letter, the Board was concerned with specific 
collective agreement language fhat required the employer to provide an 
employee with wrjtten reasons for discharge within seven days. No such 
collective agreement language was adverted to here. More importantly, the 
employer prior to its decision to terminate; hired ah expert to conduc:t an 
independent investigation and the investigator's report mentioned the second 
incident. Ultimately, the Board in Pembroke General Hospital was notsatisfied 
with the. employer's explanatkm for not relying.on the second incident at the time 
of discharge (a concern ·about the poor health of the patient ill the seconcl 
incident or possible reptisalthreats by the grievor against the nurses involved in 
the second ineident). Whatever the merits ofthe Board's assessment of those 
factors in P?mbroke General Hospital, albeit reluctantly, I am satisfied with the 
reasons advanced by the Hospital here. 

38. Equally, in Waste Management of Canada (2009), 186 LAG (4th} 129 (Watters), 
the arbitrator refused to allow the Employer to attempt to enlarge the groUnds for 
discharge at the hearing, not only because the employer could have been more 
diligent in. investigating the enlarged grounds, but no priornotice had been given 
to the union and the griever which would have resulted in procedural unfairness 
that could not be remedied. Because of the approach to this litigation already 
agreed to by the parties (hot only that I only decide this issue preliminarily and 
then remit it back to the parties, but also this is the second day of hearing, this 
issue having been raised at the very first day and the parties agreeing to ~djourn 
to argue it at this second day .of hearing), I am satisfied there is no procedural 
unfairness here, as well as discussed earlier, I am not persuaded .of any real 
prejudice. · 

39. As a result, ! d.o not really find the cases the Union referred me to of much 
assistance. More importantly, the Union referred me to no authority where an 
employer which unsuccessfully invoked an automatic termination clause (which 
is a technical deeming clause that bypasses determining the culpability of an 
employee's conduct as opposed to a just cause case) was preeluded from then 
arguing just cause for discharge as an alteration of grounds contrary to Aerbcide1 
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Which is what has happened here - and I do not see as the s~me as .changing 
the grounds for discharge as I have attempted to explain earlier. 

40. Accordingly, as ?greed between the parties, the matter is remitted back to the 
parties to deal with this ruling. I will leave it to the parties to contact me if they 
wish to proceed before me with the merits of the just cau.se cas~. 

r 
Dated at Toronto, this .,2Cf~/\ day of November, 2018 

Bernard Fishbein 
Sole Arbitratqr 


